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Abstract 

The scientific case made by the AUTHOR’S comparative Brassica oleracea 

genomics work is presented through 5 peer reviewed research papers.  In 

order to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the evolution of B. 

oleracea the identification of unique genome characteristics, established 

using comparative genomics, is required.  The genome characteristics 

established within these papers deliver significant contributions to original 

knowledge.  These include a detailed illustration of how macro scale synteny 

varies markedly between the B. oleracea and A. thaliana genomes; 

unambiguous integration of the B. oleracea cytogenetic and genetic linkage 

maps; a cross species characterisation of a large collinear inverted 

segmental duplication on a single B. oleracea chromosome establishing that 

the relative physical distances have stayed approximately the same; 

retrotransposon copy number estimations and characterisation of their 

genomic organisation and isolation, characterisation and cross species 

analysis of a C genome specific repeat.  For each paper the AUTHOR’S 

individual scientific contribution to each aspect of the work is described in 

detail.  Both individually and as a body of work these publications 

substantially advance the fields of comparative, Brassica and genomic 

research. 
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1. Introduction 

This document presents the scientific basis for AUTHOR’S research and 

precisely explains the AUTHOR’S role, both intellectually and technically.  The 

field of comparative Brassica genomics is briefly defined which sets the 

scene for the direction of this body of work.  Chapter 2 presents each 

publication sequentially and summarises its scientific content, significance 

and contribution to knowledge.  Subsequent scientific advances enabled by 

each publication are also presented.  The AUTHOR’S individual contribution to 

each multi-author paper is clearly set out.  The interrelationship between the 

materials presented is described and the conditions and circumstances under 

which each piece of work was carried out are outlined.  Chapter 3 draws this 

work to a conclusion by explaining how, both individually and as a body of 

work, these publications substantially advance the fields of comparative, 

Brassica and genomic research.  The appendix (section 5) contains a 

percentage contribution breakdown for each presented paper; statements 

from co-authors corroborating the AUTHOR’S intellectual, technical and written 

contribution to each manuscript; a summary of the AUTHOR’S research career; 

a full bibliography of the AUTHOR’S published work and its associated citation 

information. 

The AUTHOR has 15 plant genetics and genomics publications in peer 

reviewed journals which address a broad range of plant genetics and 

genomics questions.  Both the Brassica and rosaceous species have been 

researched and a common theme throughout has been the use of 

comparative genomics to study plant evolution.  From this broad body of 

work the AUTHOR selected five highlights that show this common theme for B. 
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oleracea.  However, the publications not selected for presentation serve to 

provide additional evidence of the AUTHOR’S research background and 

contribution to plant genomics. 

 

The field of comparative Brassica genomics 

Comparative genomics is the study of genomic relationships between 

different species.  The steady accumulation of genomic resources (e.g. 

whole-genome sequences, expressed sequence tag [EST] libraries, high 

throughput resequencing technologies) over last 20 years has allowed 

comparative genomics to be used as a tool to address diverse biological 

research questions. 

Arabidopsis thaliana was officially designated as the model plant species in 

1998 (Fink, 1998) although research on this rapid cycling flowering plant with 

a relatively small genome extends back over a century. 

Phylogenetic approaches reveal that Arabidopsis and Brassica lineages 

diverged 37-51 million years ago followed by a Brassica whole-genome 

triplication event 22.5 Mya (Beilstein et al 2010).  The phenotypically diverse 

species B. oleracea is widely considered to be one of the closest crop 

relatives to the model plant species A. thaliana (Beilstein et al 2010) and thus 

is an ideal research subject.  Thesis statement: This study seeks to show 

how a comprehensive understanding of the evolution of B. oleracea 

requires the identification of unique genome characteristics established 

using comparative genomics. 

The Brassicas make up 39 species of the tribe Brassiceae within the plant 

family Brassicaceae (or Cruciferae).  The family is comprised of c.340 genera 
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and over 3000 species (Warwick et al 2009).  Species of the Brassica genus 

are of agricultural importance as oil seeds, vegetables and fodder crops.  

Examples of these are B. napus (oil seed rape, canola), B. rapa (chinese 

cabbage, turnip), B. juncea (mustard) and B. oleracea (cabbage, broccoli, 

Brussels sprouts, cauliflower, kohlrabi and kale).  The close relationship 

between 6 particularly important species is described by the theory ‘Triangle 

of U’ (U, 1935).  This theory explains the evolution and relationships between 

the 6 species and suggests that the genomes of three diploid ancestral 

Brassica species (B. rapa (AA), B. nigra (BB) & B. oleracea (CC)) combined 

to create three tetraploid Brassica species (B. carinata (BBCC), B. juncea 

(AABB) & B. napus (AACC)).  Because the C genome is a cornerstone in the 

triangle of U and thus an integral part of B. napus and B. carinata genomes, 

B. oleracea research facilitates the wider field of Brassica genome research.  

Of wider significance, understanding the evolutionary relationships between 

this set of related genomes has the potential to inform studies in other 

species, particularly those with polyploid genomes. 
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2. Contributions to the Field of Comparative Brassica 

Genomics 

A summary of the interrelationships between the presented work and the scientific 

advances they have facilitated is depicted in Figure 1.  This serves as a visual aide for 

the reader. 

Interrelationships between presented work and its scientific impact 
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Figure 1 - Interrelationships between presented papers and the scientific case they 

make. The AUTHOR’S published work is referenced in the style (RJ##).  This style of 

referencing prevails throughout this manuscript.  
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2.1 (RJ05) Contrasting genome organisation: Two regions of the 

Brassica oleracea genome compared with collinear regions of the 

Arabidopsis thaliana genome.1  

Hypothesis, scientific approach and conclusions 

This paper tested the hypothesis that collinearity between the B. oleracea 

and A. thaliana genomes varies significantly depending on the region 

analysed.  It investigated the organisation and relationship between two 

defined and contrasting regions of the B. oleracea genome and the 

organisation of corresponding sequences in A. thaliana.  This was achieved 

by hybridising genetically mapped B. oleracea low copy number DNA 

fragments onto the whole A. thaliana genome in the form of macro arrayed 

filters of physically mapped BAC clones. 

Our approach contrasted with that of previous Cruciferae collinearity studies.  

Lan et al (2000) had established a detailed comparative map of B. oleracea 

and A. thaliana based largely on RFLP mapping of Arabidopsis ESTs both in 

Arabidopsis and Brassica populations.  Rather than relying on genetic 

mapping, our work utilised the complete Arabidopsis physical map and 

placed specific regions of the B. oleracea genetic map in the context of A. 

thaliana.  Using a solely physical mapping approach O’Neill and Bancroft 

(2000) had also analysed aspects of gene conservation and microsynteny 

using probes from a 222kb region of the A. thaliana genome to construct B. 

oleracea BAC clone contig maps to analyse the gene content and 

organisation of a set of paralogous segments.  Although a high level of detail 

can be revealed by this approach its application to larger regions is limited 

                                                             
1 C.D. Ryder, L.B. Smith, G.R. Teakle & G.J. King. (2001) Genome. 44: pp808-817 
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not only due to the high costs involved but also due to its reliance on 

conserved synteny, which as the authors’ work demonstrates, is frequently 

absent.  At the time this work was carried out the A. thaliana genome 

sequence was incomplete, hence the physical map was the most 

comprehensive resource available for investigating cross species collinearity.  

The physical map of the A. thaliana genome was established in the late 

1990’s (Mozo et al 1999).  By using macro-arrayed colony filters of the BAC 

genomic libraries from which the physical map was constructed the AUTHOR 

was able to physically locate and quantify A. thaliana loci homologous to the 

B. oleracea floral regulatory gene families BoCAL and BoAP1 prior to the 

release of the A. thaliana sequence.  These floral genes were central to the 

work of colleagues (Smith & King, 2000) and guided the selection of regions 

for this study.  Additional hybridisations using neighbouring markers from the 

B. oleracea genetic map allowed collinearity to be investigated.  The 

complete A. thaliana genome sequence of all five nuclear chromosomes was 

first published in 2000 (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative).  This has been 

frequently updated, corrected and annotated in the subsequent years.  

Version 10 was current at the time of writing (2012) 

(http://www.arabidopsis.org).  Early analysis of this sequence showed 

extensive duplication within the model plant genome (The Arabidopsis 

Genome Initiative, 2000 & Blanc et al 2000).  Albeit with different date 

estimates, the hypotheses that Arabidopsis and Brassica lineages shared a 

common ancestor and that Brassica subsequently underwent a whole-

genome triplication event were documented at the time this work was carried 

out (Lagercrantz & Lydiate 1996, Yang et al 1999, Koch et al 2000).  These 

http://www.arabidopsis.org/
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findings all complicate the concept of inferring information from one genome 

to another.  We were aware of these complications whilst conducting our 

research and hence focused on how to use comparative genomic analysis to 

help solve this complex problem. 

This paper validated the hypothesis that collinearity varies significantly 

depending on the region analysed.  It revealed that the top section of linkage 

group O6 and all of the selected section of linkage group O3 displayed 

considerable evidence of rearrangements with respect to A. thaliana.  In 

contrast, an intriguing pattern of inverted segmental duplication with respect 

to A. thaliana was revealed on linkage group O6. 

Scientific advances enabled 

This paper is widely cited as an illustration of the variable collinearity 

between Arabidopsis and B. oleracea: (e.g. Gao et al 2003, Lukens et al 

2003, Cogan et al 2004, Ayele et al 2005, Walley et al 2012).  Furthermore, 

because the B. oleracea C genome is conserved within the amphidiploid B. 

napus this study has also informed B. napus collinearity studies (Osborn et al 

2003, Wang et al 2011).  Research interest has been shown in the possibility 

that the self-incompatibility (S-) locus locates close to the junction of the two 

inverted and duplicated segments and the potential breeding implications this 

may have.  Knowledge of the B. oleracea genome regions investigated by 

this paper is now greatly improved although its findings are nevertheless 

consistent. 

This initial characterisation of collinearity forms the basis for a more detailed 

study presented in RJ10 and thus assisted in the physical and genetic map 

integration presented in RJ07.  Furthermore, as a result of the relationship 
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revealed, the BoAP1 gene family (BoAP1-a (region A) and BoAP1-c (region 

B)) within linkage group O6 inverted segmental duplication was selected as a 

case study for syntenic relationships at a more detailed level.  Along with the 

third member of the gene family, BoAp1-b mapped to linkage group O2 (not 

in this paper) a representative BAC clone was sequenced for each locus.  

The sequences from these collinear paralogous loci are utilised in RJ09 and 

RJ13.  Finally, the illustration of variable collinearity and the inferred inverted 

segmental duplication add to a repertoire of established genome 

characteristics required for corroboration of B. oleracea whole genome 

sequence assembly. Analysis of whole genome sequence comparisons will 

allow a comprehensive understanding of B. oleracea evolution to be attained. 

AUTHOR’S contribution and working environment 

The hypothesis of evaluating cross species genome collinearity was 

conceived at a group meeting and hence developed in a team discussion 

environment with all authors contributing.  This team discussion also led to 

the selection of regions for investigation.  The working strategy, scope and 

methodology for this work were developed by the AUTHOR and reviewed by 

the team leader (Dr King) to ensure they could be supported in light of the 

wider departmental resources and work load.  The AUTHOR carried out all 

practical work, data analysis and interpretation contained in this manuscript 

with the exception of re-calculating an updated version of an integrated 

genetic map enabling data to be presented in the context of the most recent 

data available at the time.  The AUTHOR created all tables and figures, and 

wrote the majority of the text.  The style and content of the document was 

greatly enhanced by the input of Dr King. 
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This work was sponsored by a BBSRC core strategic grant (CSG), all 

authors were members of the same research team and the AUTHOR was 

employed as a research scientist. 
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2.2 (RJ07) Integration of a cytogenetic map with a genetic linkage 

map of Brassica oleracea.2 

Hypothesis, scientific approach and conclusions 

We hypothesised that we could link karyotype to a genetic linkage map using 

marker tagged low copy FISH probes.  By unambiguously pairing each of the 

nine B. oleracea chromosomes to its corresponding linkage group using a 

good quality genetic map this paper sought to establish a reliable karyotype 

with chromosome-specific landmarks to identify and orientate each 

chromosome relative to the genetic map.  In doing so we aimed to facilitate 

all future comparative genomic studies involving B. oleracea and the 

Brassica C genome in other contexts (B. napus, B. carinata).  In 2002 there 

had been numerous B. oleracea genetic maps established (Bohuon et al 

1996; Sebastian et al 2000; Camargo et al 1997; Kianian et al 1992; Hu et al 

1998; Lan & Paterson 2001) and the B. oleracea chromosomes had been 

studied cytogenetically (Armstrong, 1998).  However the two had not been 

placed into context with each other.   

The FISH technique was used by colleagues at the University of Birmingham 

to probe meiotic metaphase spreads with carefully selected DNA fragments 

representing genetically mapped markers.  Due to the replicated and 

repetitive nature of the B. oleracea genome many candidate genetic loci 

failed to yield suitable FISH probes.  Conversely some candidate FISH 

probes behaved unexpectedly when hybridised to whole chromosomes.  

Each BAC/clone placed on the cytogenetic map is the result of a painstaking 

                                                             
2 Howell, EC, Barker, GC, Jones, GH, Kearsey, MJ, King, GJ, Kop, EP, Ryder, CD, Teakle, GR, 
Vicente, JG, Armstrong, SJ. (2002) Genetics 161(3): 1225-1234 
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detective story using available data and diverse molecular biology techniques 

as required to reach an unambiguous conclusion. 

The BACs used in this paper were all from a library made by the AUTHOR 

whilst on secondment to Texas A&M University crop biotechnology centre in 

1997 (Vicente & King, 2001; RJ09).  This was the first Brassica BAC library 

ever to be constructed and its clone names are prefixed by ‘BoB’. 

This paper presents all nine linkage groups of a B. oleracea genetic map 

assigned to the corresponding chromosome of the parental karyotype.  It 

orientates eight of the nine pairings and suggests the most probable 

orientation for the ninth. 

Scientific advances enabled 

This integration underpins all subsequent work on the Brassica C genome 

and has facilitated the addition of markers to the C-genome chromosomes 

(Geleta et al 2012).  Traditionally, chromosomes in cytogenetic maps are 

numbered in size order with the longest being number 1 (Armstrong, 1998).  

At the time this paper was written no linkage group numbering convention 

existed for B. oleracea genetic maps.  Thus, ‘linkage group 1’ in one genetic 

map may not represent the same chromosome as ‘linkage group 1’ in 

another map (e.g. Hu et al 1998).  The act of pairing linkage groups to 

chromosomes initially resulted in an added layer of complexity to this already 

multifaceted nomenclature system.  For many years, when cross referencing 

between maps, it was necessary to be specific about which genetic map was 

being discussed, which linkage group, it’s orientation and corresponding 

chromosome number.  Consequently, in 2007 the MBGP Steering Committee 

agreed a consistent, B. napus centred, chromosome/linkage group 
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nomenclature for diploid Brassica genomes in the 'triangle of U' 

http://www.brassica.info/resource/maps/lg-assignments.php.  The linkage 

group nomenclature presented in RJ07 (2002) conforms entirely to this 

system, thus reinforcing its position as a definitive text for B. oleracea 

genome characterisation.  The agreed nomenclature associates a physical 

chromosome with a genetic linkage group and assigns the pair a single 

designation (e.g. see RJ10, published prior to the MBGP agreement). 

This work is widely cited as an example of successful integration of 

cytological and genetic maps (e.g. Wang et al 2006, Lim et al 2006 & 

Figueroa et al 2012).  As with RJ05 our characterisation of the B. oleracea ‘C 

genome’ has informed B. napus research (e.g. Osborn et al 2003, Udall et al 

2005, Parkin et al 2005 and Xiong & Pires, 2011).  It has also facilitated 

numerous collinearity studies (e.g. Parkin et al 2005 & Ziolkowski et al 2006). 

The BoB library used in this paper is recognised within the Brassica research 

community as a high quality research resource and as such was used in 

projects such as the BBSRC funded ‘Brassica IGF project’.  This sought to 

construct a physical map of the B. oleracea genome using macro arrayed 

BAC library screening with single locus A. thaliana probes in combination 

with BAC fingerprinting (http://brassica.bbsrc.ac.uk/IGF/).  This approach 

yielded a multitude of BAC contigs for B. oleracea, although the highly 

repetitive nature of the genome prevented a cohesive physical map being 

produced.  Because this paper anchors some BoB BACs to physical 

chromosomes, and some of these BACs are in IGF contigs, it therefore 

suggests a location for these contigs.  Numerous international research 

teams are using the landmarks identified by this paper to facilitate genome 

http://www.brassica.info/resource/maps/lg-assignments.php
http://brassica.bbsrc.ac.uk/IGF/
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navigation, whilst adding their own BAC clones and hence mapping their 

genes of interest, e.g. Irwin et al 2012.  Subsequent to publication a BAC 

reported in this paper (BoB014O06 (Chr5 LGO2)) was used without Cot-1 

DNA (to block repetitive sequences), and found to hybridise selectively to 

Brassica C genome and not A genome chromosomes.  This discovery has 

been used extensively within the Brassica research community (e.g. RJ11, 

RJ12, Mason et al 2010, Szadkowski et al 2010, Ge et al 2009 and Nicolas et 

al 2008 & 2009).  The CACTA transposon characterised in RJ13 is almost 

certainly causative of this observed C genome specificity. Finally, linking 

karyotype to a linkage map and discovering unique probes which enable 

genome navigation add to a repertoire of established genome characteristics 

required for corroboration of B. oleracea whole genome sequence assembly. 

Analysis of whole genome sequence comparisons will allow a 

comprehensive understanding of B. oleracea evolution to be attained. 

AUTHOR’S contribution and working environment 

The hypothesis of linking karyotype to a genetic linkage map using marker 

tagged low copy FISH probes was developed collaboratively with the 

AUTHOR, Elaine Howell, Susan Armstrong and Graham King contributing 

equally.  The AUTHOR had significant input into the grant proposal that led to 

this work taking place.  The AUTHOR took sole responsibility for identifying 

candidate probes with which the FISH analysis was performed by Elaine 

Howell.  It was originally envisaged that mapped RFLP clones would serve 

directly as FISH probes however the small size (<3kb) of these clones meant 

that their fluorescence signal was rarely detectable.  An alternative working 

strategy was developed by the AUTHOR and Elaine Howell using larger (50-

http://aob.oxfordjournals.org/search?author1=Xian-Hong+Ge&sortspec=date&submit=Submit
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200kb) clones from the AUTHORS BoB BAC library as FISH probes.  In the 

majority of instances this amended working strategy dictated that 

identification of suitable probes required genetic marker development to 

achieve position confirmation on the linkage map. The AUTHOR designed all 

required genetic markers. 

Due to the replicated and repetitive nature of the B. oleracea genome and the 

consequential unpredicted behaviour of many candidate unique landmark 

probes the project necessitated frequent detailed dialogue to achieve 

unequivocally reasoned conclusions, and to decide future strategy.  The bulk 

of this dialogue and execution of all laboratory work was done by the AUTHOR 

and Elaine Howell (the paper’s lead author).  Joana Vicente and Erik Kop 

identified BACs putatively associated with their mapped marker assays, 

Graham Teakle calculated genetic map positions for the new markers and 

Guy Barker provided knowledge of BAC contigs from the IGF physical map 

project.  Compilation of the manuscript was a team effort necessitated by the 

deductions for each landmark requiring detailed, intricate yet unambiguous 

explanation.  The AUTHOR, Elaine Howell, Susan Armstrong and Graham 

King were the major contributors to manuscript preparation.  In addition to 

sections of text the AUTHOR prepared Table 1 and had a large input into Fig. 

2. 

In contrast to current convention regarding author order this multi-author 

paper lists the authors in alphabetical order, with the exception of first author 

(first draft and manuscript submission) and last author (corresponding 

author). Had current convention been adopted the AUTHOR would have been 

placed second. 
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This collaboration with Birmingham University was funded by a 3yr BBSRC 

grant on which the AUTHOR was a named researcher employed as a research 

scientist.  This same grant also funded the work in RJ10. 
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2.3 (RJ10) Physical organisation of the major duplication on 

Brassica oleracea Chromosome O6 revealed through 

fluorescence in situ hybridization with Arabidopsis and Brassica 

BAC probes.3 

Hypothesis, scientific approach and conclusions 

In this paper we test the hypothesis that each segment of an inverted 

duplication on B. oleracea O6 displayed significant collinearity with a 5.2 Mb 

segment of A. thaliana chromosome 1 and also that the relative physical 

distances between the markers in the two segments of O6 and A. thaliana 

had stayed approximately the same.  This piece of work aimed to confirm the 

presence and increase the local resolution of the inverted segmental 

duplication covering the majority of the long arm of a short B. oleracea 

chromosome, O6 region inferred by RJ05. 

This was achieved using B. oleracea and A. thaliana BAC probes for FISH 

analysis of B. oleracea pachytene chromosomes.  Since meiotic pachytene 

chromosomes are less condensed than the mitotic metaphase chromosomes 

used in RJ07, we were able to increase the resolution markedly.  We 

examined collinearity of marker order by sequentially probing with pairs of 

clones.  Each clone was separately labelled either red or green hence their 

signal location(s) could be observed relative to each other and to the 

telomere.  We measured all test probes relative to a consistent reference 

BAC and to the telomere to allow for the changes in chromosome 

                                                             
3 E.C. Howell, G.C. Barker, G.H. Jones, M.J. Kearsey, G.J. King, C.D. Ryder, S.J. Armstrong. 
(2005) Genome. 48(6): pp1093-1103. 
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condensation during meiosis, these measurements allowed us to assess 

physical distance relationships. 

At the time this work was carried out whole genome collinearity studies of B. 

oleracea and A. thaliana had been published using sequenced, genetically 

mapped B. oleracea markers and the complete A. thaliana sequence (Lan et 

al 2000; Li et al 2003; Lukens et al 2003).  The methodology used in these 

studies was unable to assess physical distance relationships between the 

two genomes.  They all gave insights into the duplicated/triplicated nature of 

the B. oleracea genome relative to A. thaliana but all conclude that much 

higher density genetic or physical maps are required.  Collinearity had also 

been studied by comparing B. oleracea whole BAC sequences to the A. 

thaliana sequence (Quiros et al 2001; Gao et al 2004; O’Neill and Bancroft 

2000).  In essence these studies showed a conserved gene order with gene 

insertions, deletions and duplications commonly observed.  Whilst these 

studies do facilitate physical distance comparisons between the two 

genomes the largest A. thaliana region analysed was 222kb. 

Our approach achieved a 23-fold increase in size of region analysed.  We 

compared a 5.2 Mb segment of A. thaliana to homoeologous regions of the 

B. oleracea genome and also compared paralogous B. oleracea segments.  

We increased the local resolution of the B. oleracea cytogenetic map and 

characterised segments of common origin in Arabidopsis and B. oleracea.  

Combining evidence from genetic and cytogenetic maps enabled us to 

characterise the relationship between genetic (recombination) and physical 

chromosome distances over a defined region of a B. oleracea chromosome.  

We demonstrated that the physical marker order was well conserved 
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between the two genomes and showed that the relative physical distances of 

markers in the more distal segment of B. oleracea and A. thaliana have 

stayed approximately the same.  The more proximal (centromeric) B. 

oleracea segment proved a challenge to analyse because fewer 

measurements were possible.  The synizetic knot (a coalescence of 

pericentromeric heterochromatin) observed at the pachytene stage of 

meiosis frequently obscured this section of chromosome.  This resulted in 

larger confidence intervals but suggested that this segment was largely 

consistent in both marker order and physical size.  We demonstrated that 

FISH analysis using BAC probes from a sequenced model genome was 

highly effective in establishing the relative size and arrangement of regions 

within related but more complex genomes. 

Scientific advances enabled 

Our methodology has been adapted for use in cereal genomics using 

Brachypodium distachyon as the model species for temperate cereals and 

grasses (Jenkins & Hasterok, 2007).  This work is widely cited as an example 

of FISH use in comparative plant genome research (e.g. Jiang & Bikram, 

2006, Iovene et al 2008, Koo & Jiang, 2009, Lou et al 2010) and as a 

methodology for achieving integration of genetic, physical and cytogenetic 

maps (Xiong et al 2010, Han et al 2011).  The AUTHOR is aware of 

unpublished research which is using this approach to complement and inform 

the construction of BAC physical contigs within complex genomes. 

This study adds to the steadily accumulating knowledge of syntenic 

relationships between the B. oleracea and A. thaliana genomes (Wang et al 

2011) and facilitated further comparative genomic studies in Brassica (e.g. 
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Ziolkowski et al 2006).  It is considered a milestone in comparative 

evolutionary Brassicaceae genomics by Lysak & Lexer (2006).  The B. 

oleracea BACs established as landmark probes in this study have 

subsequently been used simultaneously to navigate the C6 and collinear A7 

chromosome of the B. napus genome (Howell et al 2008).  Similarly, 

orthologues of the FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT) gene have been found to 

locate within B. napus inverted duplicated regions of chromosomes A7 and 

C6 (Wang et al 2009) illustrating the conserved nature of the polyploid 

genome. Finally, the characterisation of this region of C6 adds to a repertoire 

of established genome characteristics required for corroboration of B. 

oleracea whole genome sequence assembly. Analysis of whole genome 

sequence comparisons will allow a comprehensive understanding of B. 

oleracea evolution to be attained. 

AUTHOR’S contribution and working environment 

The hypothesis of a collinear segmentally inverted duplicated repeat with 

conserved relative physical distances was developed through discussion 

between the AUTHOR and Graham King.  After developing the hypothesis 

Elaine Howell, Susan Armstrong and Mike Kearsey suggested the use of 

multicolour cross species FISH at the pachytene stage of meiosis.  The 

AUTHOR had significant input into the grant proposal that led to this work 

taking place. 

The AUTHOR took sole responsibility for providing candidate probes with 

which to perform FISH analysis whilst Elaine Howell carried out all FISH 

work.  There was frequent dialogue between the AUTHOR and the paper’s 
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lead author, thus ensuring robust, unambiguous conclusions were reached.  

Working relationships were similar to those explained for RJ07. 

Guy Barker provided knowledge of BAC contigs from the IGF physical map 

project.  Compilation of the manuscript was an iterative process of 

embellishment following the first draft.  The manuscript was passed between 

the AUTHOR, Elaine Howell, Mike Kearsey and Graham King before being 

verified by the other three co-authors.  In addition to sections of text the 

AUTHOR prepared Table 1 and had a large input into Figs. 1 and 3. 

In contrast to current convention regarding author order this multi-author 

paper lists the authors in alphabetical order, with the exception of first author 

(first draft and manuscript submission) and last author (corresponding 

author). Had current convention been adopted the AUTHOR would have been 

placed second. 

This collaboration with Birmingham University was funded by a 3yr BBSRC 

grant on which the AUTHOR was a named researcher employed as a ‘post-

doctoral’ research scientist (research fellow).  This same grant also funded 

the work in RJ07. 
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2.4 (RJ09) The genomic organisation of retrotransposons in 

Brassica oleracea.4  

Hypothesis, scientific approach and conclusions 

We hypothesised that the highly replicated fraction of the B. oleracea 

genome was not homogenously organised.  The study sought to expand on 

existing comparative surveys which had almost invariably focused upon low 

copy number anchored markers and/or sequenced expressed coding 

regions.  By studying the organisation and distribution of repetitive 

sequences we aimed to facilitate comparative genomic studies and 

consequently provide a more comprehensive understanding of the genome 

evolution of the species since divergence from the common ancestor of the 

Brassicaceae.  Our approach would also provide insights into the 

organisation of retrotransposons with respect to genes and achieve 

additional physical mapping of sequences in the genome. 

The vast majority of sequences conserved between plant genomes are 

transposable elements (TEs) which make up the largest fraction of the 

genomes of most multicellular organisms.  This fraction of the genome is 

frequently overlooked by comparative genomic studies, especially where 

complete genome sequence is not available, as remains the case for B. 

oleracea.  Because these repetitive sequences significantly hinder long range 

sequence assembly, a genome with a high TE fraction is less likely to have a 

complete genome sequence available.  Whilst TEs are often considered ‘junk 

DNA’ they can significantly alter the genome size of an organism, they can 

                                                             
4 K. Alix, C.D. Ryder, G.J. King, J. Moore & J.S. Heslop-Harrison. (2005) Plant Molecular 
Biology. 59(6): pp839-851 
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create phenotypically significant mutations and are prevalent in the B. 

oleracea genome.  Transposons are assigned to one of two classes 

according to their mechanism of transposition, which can be described as 

either "copy and paste" (Class I) or "cut and paste" (Class II). 

This paper looked at five representative Class I TEs (retrotransposons) in B. 

oleracea and analysed their copy number and genomic organisation.  This 

was achieved using a combination of genomic library homology screening, 

FISH and bioinformatics sequence analysis. 

Prior to our study a non-random distribution of TEs in the A. thaliana genome 

had been observed by Peterson-Burch et al (2004).  Whole genome shotgun 

sequences of B. oleracea covering 283 Mb (0.44×) of the estimated 650 Mb 

genome had been made publicly available by TIGR in the Genome Survey 

Sequence (GSS) division of GenBank (Ayele et al 2005).  Zhang and 

Wessler (2004) had compared TEs in the A. thaliana sequence with those in 

the GSS of the much larger B. oleracea genome to estimate the patterns of 

amplification, diversification and loss since the species diverged from a 

common ancestor.  They found nearly all TE lineages were shared, and 

conclude that both species inherited and retained largely the same collection 

of TEs from their common ancestor and amplification of TEs contributed 

largely to the difference in genome size.  They estimated the total length of 

TEs in B. oleracea to be ~120 Mb or 20% of its genome (class I elements 

~78 Mb, 14%; class II elements ~37 Mb, 6%).  This was ~15 times more than 

the 8 Mb, 6% found in A. thaliana. 

By focusing on the organisation of retroelements our work built on these 

existing studies.  We investigated genome distribution of 5 selected 
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retrotransposons using FISH and showed that each retroelement had a 

characteristic genomic distribution.  We estimated copy number of the same 

5 elements using gridded ‘‘BoB’’ BAC library hybridisations and revealed that 

four individual LTR retrotransposons were represented by between 90 and 

320 copies in the haploid genome whilst only a single location for a LINE was 

estimated.  Sequence analysis of the same elements against GSS gave 

estimates of between 60 and 570, but no LINE was found.  We showed 

minimal evidence for clustering between any of these retroelements as only 

half the randomly expected number of BACs hybridized to both LTR-

retrotransposon families.  Seven BAC sequences were analysed for their 

gene and TE content and revealed marked differences in overall TE numbers 

in each BAC.  Estimations of TE density per BAC range from 1 every 82kb to 

1 every 6kb.  Our results suggest there are preferential sites and perhaps 

control mechanisms for the insertion or excision of different retrotransposon 

groups. 

Scientific advances enabled 

Our report that FISH hybridization signal patterns for Bo10COP-18 

concentrate in pericentromeric regions of B. oleracea chromosomes has 

been utilised to efficiently develop PCR based polymorphic markers 

preferentially targeting centromeres (Pouilly et al 2008).  Also, subsequent to 

the publication of our work Lu et al (2006) also found a high copy number of 

copia-like retrotransposons in the B. oleracea genome and went on to 

characterize the insertion of a copia-like LTR retrotransposon in their gene of 

interest.  They found that this insertion resulted in the production of three 

alternatively spliced transcripts.  The year after our work was published Hong 
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et al (2006) studied B. rapa transposable elements and estimated that TEs 

comprised 14% of the genome, with 12.3% class I elements.  Investigations 

subsequently carried out in other species cite our study as a working 

reference e.g.; non-photosynthetic flowering plants (Park et al 2007); 

Hypochaeris (Asteraceae) (Ruas et al 2008); Zizania latifolia (wild rice) 

(Zhong et al 2009) Triticum aestivum (common wheat) (Ragupathy et al 

2010).  In addition, this work was cited as a noteworthy contribution to 

cytogenetics and genome analysis of Brassica crops by Snowdon, 2007. 

Finally, our characterisation of repeat distribution adds to a repertoire of 

established genome characteristics required for corroboration of B. oleracea 

whole genome sequence assembly. Analysis of whole genome sequence 

comparisons will allow a comprehensive understanding of B. oleracea 

evolution to be attained. 

AUTHOR’S contribution and working environment 

Discussions between the AUTHOR, Karine Alix, Pat Heslop-Harrison and 

Graham King resulted in the formulation of the hypothesis that the non-

coding fraction of the B. oleracea genome was not homogenously organised.  

Initially our working strategy constituted a BAC library screen to estimate 

copy number and coincidence of hits complemented by FISH imaging to 

reveal the distribution of each selected TE.  The AUTHOR subsequently 

instigated the addition of copy number estimates using genome survey 

sequence and the analysis of TE content/gene clustering using available 

whole BAC sequences into the working strategy. 

In terms of execution of work the AUTHOR’S contribution involved construction 

and manipulation of the BAC library, advising and guiding with macro array 
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hybridisation and scoring of results, querying accumulated ‘BoB’ 

characterisation data from many research projects in search of coincidence 

of hybridisation trends, sequencing of 3 BAC clones, whole BAC sequence 

analysis of 7 BAC clones and southern blotting for the study of the LINE 

clone.  The AUTHOR was actively involved in the design of experiments, 

interpretation of each set of results and discussions as to how they interacted 

to formulate a coherent argument. 

Compilation of the manuscript was a team effort with the AUTHOR, Karine Alix, 

Pat Heslop-Harrison and Graham King being noteworthy contributors.  An 

early draft was produced by Karine Alix which presented the BAC library 

screening and the FISH work.  The AUTHOR enhanced the first draft by 

detailing the whole BAC sequence analysis and BLASTN comparison of 

retroelements to GSS.  Discussion surrounding the addition of these results 

was also added by the AUTHOR.  The AUTHOR prepared Table 1, 2 and 4 and 

had a significant input into Table 3, Figs. 1 and 2.  Moving from draft format 

to final document was an iterative process as the document was passed 

between authors for comment and input.  The AUTHOR’S input to the text 

focused around interpretation of the results and their discussion in the 

context of B. oleracea genomics and implications for comparative genomics.  

This input is inextricably interwoven with the expertise surrounding TEs 

delivered by Karine Alix & Pat Heslop-Harrison hence it is not possible in 

retrospect to highlight a single section of the introduction or discussion 

written by an individual. 

This paper was produced in collaboration with the molecular cytogenetics 

and genome organisation team at Leicester University and subsequently with 
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the research unit in plant genetics 'UMR GV Le Moulon', INRA/Univ Paris-

Sud/CNRS/AgroParisTech, Gif-sur-Yvette, France, following colleague 

relocation.  This collaboration continued after the publication of this paper 

and facilitated a subsequent publication, RJ13. 

Extensive use of electronic communication methods was made due to the 

geographical dispersal of parties involved.  The AUTHOR was employed as a 

‘post-doctoral’ research scientist (research fellow) at Warwick HRI. 
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2.5 (RJ13) The CACTA transposon Bot1 played a major role in 

Brassica genome divergence and gene expansion. 5 

Hypothesis, scientific approach and conclusions 

The AUTHOR hypothesised that a highly replicated C genome specific 

sequence existed.  The basis for this hypothesis was that in situ hybridisation 

results were indicating the presence of a highly replicated repeat that 

displayed chromosome specificity when hybridised to B. napus.  

Furthermore, long range sequence assemblies in B. oleracea were impeded 

by the presence of uncharacterised, highly repetitive sequences and the 

absence of available long range sequences was a frustrating hindrance to B. 

oleracea comparative genomic studies.  Finally, a widely held assumption is 

that repetitive elements are a major driver of gene and genome evolution 

thus an understanding of the TEs within a species, and comparison to those 

of near relatives, is highly desirable in order to comprehend its evolution.  

This piece of work aimed to better understand the repetitive units within B. 

oleracea, both at the sequence level and in the wider context of their 

distribution and prevalence. 

At the time this work was carried out Zhang and Wessler, (2004) had carried 

out a comparative bioinformatics analysis of A. thaliana and B. oleracea and 

showed that share largely the same collection of TEs but in differing 

proportions, with the number of elements of each type being greater in B. 

oleracea.  RJ09 had looked at the genomic organisation of selected 

retrotransposons and an in-depth characterisation of a family of class I TEs in 

                                                             
5 Karine Alix, Johann Joets, Carol D. Ryder, Jay Moore, Guy Barker, John P. Bailey, Graham J. 
King & J.S. (Pat) Heslop-Harrison. (2008) Plant Journal. 56(6): pp1030-44 
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B. oleracea, designated BoS, had been carried out by Zhang and Wessler 

(2005).  The BoS were found to be one of the most diverse Short 

Interspersed Element (SINE) families from any organism and estimated to be 

present in ~2000 copies.  However, very few of Brassica TEs had been 

analysed at the molecular level. 

This research paper presents the isolation and characterisation of a C 

genome specific CACTA transposon which we designate Bot1 (B. oleracea 

transposon 1).  It is an in-depth characterisation of a class II TE and we 

analyse its genomic distribution in the B. oleracea (C genome) and the B. 

rapa (A genome).  This repetitive sequence is shown to distinguish between 

the A and C chromosomes in B. napus using FISH.  We establish the precise 

section of sequence within Bot1 which is apparently C-genome specific.  

Sequence, molecular and cytogenetic analyses show that Bot1 has 

proliferated within the C genome and is distinct from TEs in the A and B 

genomes.  This suggests that Bot1 played a major role in the recent A and C 

Brassica genome divergence and reinforces the view that the so-called ‘junk 

DNA’ is a significant driver of genome and gene evolution and diversification 

of plant genomes. 

Scientific advances enabled 

This work is cited as one of two significant recent developments in B. napus 

cytogenetics by Xiong & Pires (2011) because it provides the ability to 

identify the C genome.  NB the other significant development mentioned is 

chromosome-specific BAC probes delivered in part by RJ07.  A BAC clone, 

BoB014O06, first used in RJ07, had been observed selectively hybridising to 

specific chromosomes when probed onto B. napus chromosomes using 
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FISH.  It is apparently displaying C genome specificity.  The Bot1 TE that we 

characterise in this piece of work is almost certainly causative of this genome 

specificity.  This BAC clone is now frequently used to facilitate further 

research in Brassica genomics (e.g. RJ11, RJ12, Mason et al 2010, 

Szadkowski et al 2010, Ge et al 2009 and Nicolas et al 2008 & 2009).  This 

work is also contributing evidence to the wider discussion surrounding 

genome evolution within plants (Heslop-Harrison, 2012) and more 

specifically, transposable elements driving the structural, epigenetic and 

functional modifications during allopolyploidisation and subsequent 

diploidisation in plants (Parisod et al 2009). Finally, our characterisation of 

Bot1 adds to a repertoire of established genome characteristics required for 

corroboration of B. oleracea whole genome sequence assembly. Analysis of 

whole genome sequence comparisons will allow a comprehensive 

understanding of B. oleracea evolution to be attained. 

AUTHOR’S contribution and working environment 

The AUTHOR conceived the original idea and developed the hypothesis that a 

highly replicated C genome specific sequence existed.  The AUTHOR 

advocated investigation of TE sequences within three putatively collinear B. 

oleracea BACs as a working strategy.  Discussion and collaboration with 

Karine Alix led to the idea that the C genome specificity being observed using 

FISH could be attributable to ‘Bot1’.  The AUTHOR released the complete 

sequence of three ‘BoB’ BACs into the public domain (NCBI GenBank) to 

accompany the manuscript.  The AUTHOR contributed to the estimation of 

Bot1/SLL3 genome copy number from BLASTN results, macro array 

http://aob.oxfordjournals.org/search?author1=Xian-Hong+Ge&sortspec=date&submit=Submit
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hybridisation and scoring, BLAST searches and interpretation of findings in 

order to ensure sound conclusions were reached. 

The first draft of the manuscript was produced by Karine Alix.  The AUTHOR 

instigated the phylogenetic analyses using Brassica sequences presented in 

Fig. 7 and the addition of copy number estimates obtained by BLASTN 

presented in Table 3.  Both of these analyses were carried out by Jay Moore.  

Compilation of the manuscript was a team effort with the AUTHOR, Karine Alix, 

Pat Heslop-Harrison and Graham King being noteworthy contributors.  

Moving from draft format to final document was an iterative process as the 

document was passed between authors for comment and input.  Beyond 

instigating the addition of the two sequence analyses the AUTHOR’S input to 

the manuscript focused around improving the overall quality and readability 

of the text and the figures and their discussion in the context of B. oleracea 

genomics and implications for comparative genomics. 

This publication is the result of continued collaboration of the team which 

produced RJ09.  Extensive use of electronic communication methods was 

made due to the geographical dispersal of parties involved.  The AUTHOR was 

employed as a ‘post-doctoral’ research scientist (research fellow) at Warwick 

HRI. 
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3 Conclusions 

Taken as a coherent, sequential body of work these publications 

demonstrate consistent advancements in the field of comparative B. oleracea 

genomics by the identification of unique genome characteristics in the pursuit 

of a comprehensive understanding of genome evolution. 

The AUTHOR has analysed the B. oleracea genome at both the macro and 

micro scale and the results are widely used by the scientific community.  

Taken independently each paper presents a significant advancement of 

understanding and challenges the boundaries of scientific knowledge and 

debate.  RJ05 highlighted that the macro collinearity between the B. oleracea 

genome and the A. thaliana genome is often considerable but segmental and 

inconsistent.  This has been borne out by subsequent whole genome 

sequencing of the B. rapa genome (2011).  RJ10 increased the resolution of 

the large segmentally duplicated and inverted collinear region of B. oleracea 

C6 revealed by RJ05.  This genomic characterisation has subsequently 

facilitated research studies in B. napus, highlighting the conserved nature of 

the polyploid genome (Howell et al 2008, Wang et al 2009).  The assignment 

and orientation of B. oleracea chromosomes to linkage groups achieved in 

RJ07 is the definitive work on this topic and as such underpins all 

subsequent research involving the C genome.  The investigation of copy 

number, genomic organisation, isolation and characterisation of transposons 

presented in RJ09 and RJ13 not only enhances our knowledge of the C 

genome but in doing so also allows deductions to be made regarding 

Brassica genome evolution using comparative genomics.  Furthermore, the 

demonstration that the repetitive Bot1 sequence is C genome specific is 
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recognised as a key development in B. napus molecular cytogenetics (Xiong 

& Pires, 2011).  This work is informing the contemporary debate surrounding 

transposable elements driving the structural, epigenetic and functional 

modifications during allopolyploidisation (Heslop-Harrison, 2012, Parisod et 

al 2009).  Both individually and as a body of work these publications 

substantially advance the fields of comparative, Brassica and genomic 

research. 

Towards a comprehensive understanding of Brassica genome 

evolution 

A comprehensive understanding of B. oleracea evolution will eventually be 

attained through analysis of whole genome sequence comparisons.  

However, an assembled whole genome sequence for B. oleracea has yet to 

be published.  The advent of “next-generation” sequencing technology, which 

uses a shotgun approach, has made it possible to cost effectively generate 

whole genome sequence data in a matter of days.  Many data sets for 

different B. oleracea genotypes exist (e.g. http://flora.acpfg.com.au/tagdb/cgi-

bin/index).  However, accurate de novo assembly of the short (~150bp) 

sequence reads into large contigs, and eventually chromosomes, is beyond 

current computational capabilities unless some framework is available to 

reduce the complexity.  In order to achieve a verified whole genome 

sequence, predicted assemblies must be subjected to an iterative verification 

process to ensure they depict reality.  This corroboration process is only 

possible if a repertoire of established genome characteristics is available.  

The inverted segmental duplication characterised in RJ05 and RJ07, the 

repetitive elements characterised in RJ09 and RJ013, the BAC library and 

http://flora.acpfg.com.au/tagdb/cgi-bin/index
http://flora.acpfg.com.au/tagdb/cgi-bin/index
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whole BAC sequences and the ability to orientate chromosomes in 

combination with chromosome to linkage group alignments achieved by RJ10 

are all works of reference for the B. oleracea genome and hence essential 

during the sequence verification process.  De-novo assemblies are orders of 

magnitude slower, more complex and memory intensive than ‘mapping 

assemblies’.  A mapping assembly aligns individual reads against an existing 

backbone sequence, hence building a sequence that is similar but not 

necessarily identical to the backbone sequence.  The data assembly process 

for B. oleracea may be augmented using the draft whole genome sequence 

of B. rapa (The Brassica rapa Genome Sequencing Project Consortium, Aug. 

2011) as a backbone in a mapping assembly. 

The multinational B. rapa Genome Sequencing Project (BrGSP) began using 

end-sequenced and chromosome-specific BAC by BAC sequencing in 2003.  

Mun et al (2010) published the near-complete sequence of B. rapa 

chromosome A3 compiled using 348 overlapping and physically mapped 

BACs (Mun et al 2008).  The physical mapping of the BACs provided the 

critical established genome characteristic links required for verification in this 

instance.  “Next-generation” sequencing technology was used develop the 

draft whole genome sequence of B. rapa (The Brassica rapa Genome 

Sequencing Project Consortium, 2011).  Their de novo assembly was verified 

and aided by checking against previously established genome characteristics 

in B. rapa and B. napus A genome.  Where genome information was not 

available in Brassica, contig order and/or orientation was inferred based on 

evidence of conserved collinearity with the A. thaliana gene order.  This 

suggests that B. oleracea whole genome sequence assembly will not only be 
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facilitated by the draft B. rapa sequence but also by its more distant relative, 

A. thaliana. 

The availability of a complete Brassica genome sequence is not only likely to 

accelerate the compilation of additional Brassica genomes but, in doing so, 

bring new comparative genomic possibilities.  For example, whole genome 

alignments between the B. rapa (AA), B. nigra (BB) and B. oleracea (CC) 

genomes, each of these to A. thaliana and to the allopolyploid genomes of B. 

napus (AACC), B. carinata (BBCC) and B. juncea (AABB).  Annotation and 

analysis of these comparative alignments would allow us to challenge our 

current understanding of their genome evolution whilst underpinning the 

genetic improvement of Brassica oil and vegetable crops.  If a 

comprehensive understanding of the evolution of these cruciferous species 

were to be attained it would undoubtedly allow hypotheses to be tested 

regarding the genome evolution of other plant species. 

Attaining robust conclusions from these comparisons is dependent upon the 

accuracy of the whole genome sequence assemblies.  De novo assembly in 

combination with mapping assembly still requires verification of predicted 

alignments with chromosomes and/or robust genetic linkage maps to ensure 

unequivocal assignment and orientation of sequence scaffolds.  In the case 

of B. oleracea, and consequently the C genome, the AUTHOR’S published 

work will underpin the assembly and verification processes. 

Of broader significance, the fundamental methodology of the verification 

process developed through this work has the potential to enable accurate 

whole sequence assembly in other complex genomes.  
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5 Appendix 

5.1 Percentage Contribution of AUTHOR to Submitted Papers 
 
TABLE 2: Percentage contribution of AUTHOR for each presented publication. 

Paper 
Ref. 

code* 
Journal 

Impact 
factor 

% contribution 

Original 
idea 

Execution 
of work 

Writing 

Ryder et al RJ05 Genome 1.662 30% 90% 70% 

Howell et al RJ07 Genetics 4.087 25% 50% 30% 

Howell et al RJ10 Genome 1.662 20% 40% 30% 

Alix et al RJ09 Plant Molecular Biology 4.149 25% 25% 35% 

Alix et al RJ13 The Plant Journal 6.948 75% 
a
10% 30% 

 
a AUTHOR facilitated and directed of work of colleagues by sharing results to ensure 
coherent conclusions.  This is not reflected in the % estimates shown. 
* See Appendix 5.4 - Complete list of the AUTHOR’S published works and Appendix 
5.5 - Citation data for AUTHOR’S published Works 
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5.2 Corroborating statements from co-authors. 

Letters confirming the input of the AUTHOR from all key co-authors are included 

below. These universally confirm the statements made in this document and confirm 

the AUTHOR’S significant scientific contributions to these papers. 
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5.3 Career, research and working environment 

The AUTHOR’S career in plant molecular biology commenced in 1993 as an 

entry level research scientist.  A series of roles with increasing responsibility 

led to a promotion to a higher employment band in 2002.  The job evaluation 

process which led to this promotion judged the role to be performing 

“innovative research and development work involving aims which are broadly 

defined or only defined as an end product.  Where a team is involved it will 

not necessarily be organised hierarchically.”  Consequently, for ten years 

preceding the submission of this covering document the AUTHOR was 

employed as a ‘post-doctoral’ research scientist (research fellow) on a series 

of successful research projects.  Extended periods have been spent working 

on secondment in other laboratories across Europe and in the USA.  The 

AUTHOR has 15 plant genetics and genomics publications in peer reviewed 

journals.  The AUTHOR has addressed a broad range of plant genetics and 

genomics questions.  A particular interest in both Brassica and the rosaceous 

species has been retained throughout her research career, one often taking 

precedence over the other but neither ever disappearing completely.  Whilst 

work on these two crop types has never amalgamated into the same 

research project, knowledge and techniques have routinely been taken from 

one species and applied to the other.  A common theme throughout has been 

the use of comparative genomics to study plant evolution.  From this broad 

body of work the AUTHOR selected five highlights that show this common 

theme for B. oleracea.  However, the publications not selected for 

presentation serve to provide additional evidence of the AUTHOR’S research 

background and contribution to plant genomics (Appendix 5.4, 5.5 & 5.6). 
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The research has generally been carried out in a team environment with 

individuals working together to orchestrate techniques and approaches to 

focus upon a research topic, test ideas and discuss principles.  Working 

relationships with co-authors vary from those within the same research team 

(e.g. line manager/PI, contemporaries and PhD students) through to close 

collaboration with external research groups.  Relationships also vary for an 

individual depending upon which publication is being discussed, for example, 

a co-author common to all publications presented, changed from being line 

manager/PI to external collaborator in 2005. 
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